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Abstract
In a previous paper, we proposed a simple extension of the Minimal Super-
symmetric Standard Model which gives rise to thermal inflation and baryogenesis
in a natural and remarkably consistent way. In this paper, we consider the λφ = 0
special case of our model, which is the minimal way to incorporate a Peccei-Quinn
symmetry. The axino/flatino becomes the lightest supersymmetric particle with
ma˜ ∼ 1 to 10 GeV and is typically over-produced during the flaton decay. In-
terestingly though, the dark matter abundance is minimized for ma˜ ∼ 1 GeV,
fa ∼ 1011 to 1012 GeV and |µ| ∼ 400 GeV to 2 TeV at an abundance coincident
with the observed abundance and with significant amounts of both axions and
axinos. Futhermore, for these values the baryon abundance naturally matches the
observed abundance.
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1 Introduction
In this introduction, we review some necessary background material on axions [1, 2, 3, 4]
and thermal inflation [5, 6, 7, 8], and then give our motivation for the model presented
in this paper. In Section 2, we present our model and describe some of its important
features, including a detailed analysis of the flaton decay. Some technical calculations of
flaton decay rates used in this section are given in Appendix A. In Section 3, we deter-
mine the constraints on the model. In Section 4, we describe our numerical simulation of
the leptogenesis and discuss the results. In Section 5, we summarize the physics of our
model, compare it with related models, and discuss observational tests and signatures.
1.1 Axions
The main motivation for axions [9, 10, 11, 12] [13, 14, 15, 16] is to solve the strong CP
problem [1, 3], though they are also one of the best candidates for dark matter [2, 4].
The strong CP problem arises because the QCD Lagrangian contains a term
Lθ = θ g
2
32pi2
FF˜ (1)
which violates CP , and observations require θ . 10−10 [17, 18] which is much smaller
than would be expected naively. To solve the strong CP problem, Peccei and Quinn
introduced a Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry, U(1)PQ, which is spontaneously broken by
the PQ field
φ =
(
φ0 +
δr√
2
)
exp
(
ia√
2φ0
)
(2)
where the pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone boson a is the axion. A U(1)PQ-QCD anomaly adds
an extra contribution to Eq. (1) giving
Lθ =
(
θ − a
fa
)
g2
32pi2
FF˜ (3)
and, after the QCD phase transition, the axion relaxes to cancel θ, solving the strong
CP problem.
The axion decay constant fa is related to the PQ symmetry breaking scale by
fa =
√
2φ0
N
(4)
N is the coefficient of the U(1)PQ-QCD anomaly and is given by
N =
∑
i∈{quarks}
pi (5)
where the pi are the PQ charges normalised such that φ has PQ charge one. The axion
also couples to electromagnetism, indirectly via the U(1)PQ-QCD anomaly and directly
via the U(1)PQ-QED anomaly. They generate a term in the QED Lagrangian(
C − E
N
)
a
fa
e2
32pi2
FF˜ (6)
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where C ' 2 [19] and E is the coefficient of the U(1)PQ-QED anomaly
E = 2
∑
i
piq
2
i (7)
where the qi are the electromagnetic charges. The axion mass depends on the tempera-
ture [2]
ma(T ) '
 0.1ma(0)
(
ΛQCD
T
)3.7
for T  ΛQCD
ma(0) for T  ΛQCD
(8)
where
ma(0) ' 6× 10−5 eV
(
1011 GeV
fa
)
(9)
and ΛQCD ' 200 MeV is the scale of the QCD phase transition.
Only invisible axion models with fa much greater than the electroweak symmetry
breaking scale are consistent with observations [20]. These models can be classified into
two types: KSVZ [13, 14] and DFSZ [15, 16]. In the KSVZ model, the superpotential
has a coupling
W = λχφχχ¯ (10)
of the PQ field φ to new quarks χ and χ¯ which become heavy after PQ symmetry
breaking. In the DFSZ model, the superpotential has a coupling
W = λµφ
2HuHd (11)
between the PQ field and the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) Higgs
fields.
Various astrophysical and cosmological observations constrain fa. Energy loss in
Supernova 1987A gives a lower bound [20]
fa & 109 GeV (12)
while axion cold dark matter abundance gives an upper bound. Axion cold dark matter
is generated when the axion starts to oscillate coherently at the QCD phase transition
due to an initial misalignment of the axion field, and also by the decay of PQ strings
formed after PQ symmetry breaking. Assuming a randomized misalignment angle, as
would be expected after a PQ phase transition, misalignment generates [21]
Ωa ∼ 0.2
(
fa
1011 GeV
)1.175
(13)
while the decay of PQ strings generates [21, 22, 23]
Ωa ∼ 0.2
(
fa
1010 to 1011 GeV
)1.175
(14)
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compared with an observed cold dark matter abundance of [21]
ΩCDM ' 0.2 (15)
However, if entropy is released after the QCD phase transition then the axions will be
diluted [24], see Section 3.6.
The ADMX experiment [25] has searched for cold dark matter axions with axion
mass in the range ma ' (2 to 3) × 10−6 eV corresponding to fa ∼ (2 to 3) × 1012 GeV.
For this range of axion masses, the resulting constraint on the ratio of the axion-photon
coupling to axion mass translates to [19]
0 to 0.8 . E
N
. 3.6 to 4 (16)
1.2 Thermal inflation
The main motivation for thermal inflation [5, 6] [24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30] [31] is to solve
the moduli problem [32, 33, 34], though it also solves the gravitino problem [35, 36]
and may be able to explain the origin of the observed baryon asymmetry [7, 8] [37, 38]
[39, 40, 41, 42]. Irrespective of these uses, thermal inflation is sufficiently natural that
it might be expected to occur anyway.
A flaton is a scalar field φ with negative mass squared at the origin and no quartic
term
V (φ) = V0 −m2φ|φ|2 + . . . (17)
so that its vacuum expectation value φ0 is much greater than its mass scale
φ0  mφ (18)
with mφ a typical soft supersymmetry breaking mass
mφ ∼ ms ∼ 102 to 103 GeV (19)
See Figure 1.
Thermal inflation begins when the flaton is held at the origin by its finite temperature
potential and the energy density has dropped sufficiently for the potential energy at the
|φ|
V
φ0
V0
Figure 1: Thermal inflation occurs when a flaton φ is held at the origin by its finite
temperature potential and V0 dominates the energy density.
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Figure 2: History of the universe with thermal inflation. The fractional density ΩX ≡
ρX/ρ of moduli, potential, flaton and radiation is plotted against the number of e-folds
of expansion ln a.
origin to dominate. It lasts for about 10 e-folds and ends in a first order phase transition
just before the temperature drops to the critical temperature
Tc ∼ mφ (20)
for the flaton to roll away from the origin. It is followed by a period of flaton matter dom-
ination until the flaton decays leaving a radiation dominated universe at temperature
Td. See Figure 2.
1.2.1 Thermal inflation and the moduli problem
Moduli are scalar fields with Planckian vacuum expectation values, and hence gravita-
tional strength interactions. Their potential arises due to supersymmetry breaking, and,
assuming supersymmetry breaking is transmitted to the observable sector via gravita-
tional strength interactions, they would be expected to have vacuum masses of order
the soft supersymmetry breaking scale in the observable sector
mmod ∼ ms (21)
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However, in the early universe, the finite energy density breaks supersymmetry.
When H & ms this supersymmetry breaking dominates over the vacuum supersymmetry
breaking and hence determines the moduli potential. When H drops below ms the
moduli potential reduces to its vacuum form, but with the moduli typically displaced
by a Planckian distance. The moduli then start oscillating with Planckian amplitude
and immediately dominate the energy density of the universe, and, because of their
relatively low mass and very weak interactions, they persist beyond nucleosynthesis
with disastrous consequences [32, 33, 34].
Inflation is typically invoked to rid the universe of unwanted relics, but one would
expect an inflaton to have a mass & ms and hence primordial inflation to occur at a
scale H & ms. However, the moduli are generated at H ∼ ms, and to a lesser extent
by any phase transition at H . ms. Thus one wants inflation at H  ms to dilute the
moduli, but it is very difficult to realize primordial inflation at these scales.
Thermal inflation [5, 6] on the other hand automatically occurs at H  ms. For a
thermal inflation scale
V
1/4
0 ∼ 106 to 107 GeV (22)
corresponding to
φ0 ∼ 1010 to 1012 GeV (23)
thermal inflation provides enough dilution to rid the universe of moduli, but has a low
enough scale not to regenerate them afterwards. Furthermore, it does not last long,
only around 10 e-folds, and so does not destroy the primordial perturbations needed for
structure formation, only shifting them to slightly larger scales.
In more detail, following Ref. [6], the moduli produced before thermal inflation are
diluted to an abundance
nmod
s
∼ T
3
c Td
m
1/2
modV0
(24)
and this is reduced further in the case of double thermal inflation, and those generated
at the end of thermal inflation have an abundance
nmod
s
∼ V0Td
m3mod
(25)
with nucleosynthesis requiring [43]
nmod
s
. 10−12 (26)
1.2.2 Thermal inflation and baryogenesis
Thermal inflation provides a very natural solution to the moduli problem, but unfortu-
nately is incompatible with most baryogenesis scenarios since it dilutes any baryons gen-
erated before it and the temperature after flaton decay is very low, typically O(10 GeV).
Fortunately, it gives rise to its own baryogenesis scenario [7, 8] [37, 38].
In Ref. [7], we proposed the simple extension of the MSSM
W = λuQHuu¯+ λdQHdd¯+ λeLHde¯+ λµφ
2HuHd +
1
2
λν (LHu)
2 + λχφχχ¯+
1
4
λφφ
4 (27)
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with the key extra assumption that the soft supersymmetry breaking mass squared along
the LHu flat direction is negative
−m2LHu =
1
2
(
m2L −m2Hu
)
< 0 (28)
where m2L and −m2Hu are the soft supersymmetry breaking mass squareds of L and Hu.
The first three terms in Eq. (27) are MSSM terms and the fifth gives neutrino masses.
The term λχφχχ¯ couples the flaton φ to the thermal bath. After thermal inflation, the
χ and χ¯ fields acquire large masses
Mχ = λχφ0 (29)
and so are not strongly constrained apart from that they should not damage gauge
coupling unification. This coupling also induces |φ| dependent renormalization group
running of φ’s effective soft supersymmetry breaking mass squared, tending to drive it
negative at small |φ|, as is required for a flaton. The term 1
4
λφφ
4 stabilizes φ’s potential
at a value
φ0 ∼
√
mφ
λφ
(30)
that turns λµφ
2HuHd into the MSSM µ-term with
|µ| = ∣∣λµφ20∣∣ ∼ ∣∣∣∣λµλφ
∣∣∣∣mφ (31)
The λµφ
2HuHd coupling also helps to ensure that the temperature after flaton decay Td
is high enough for dark matter to be generated. Thus we have a simple model of thermal
inflation with the right scale for φ0 if λφ ∼ M−1Pl , and that also generates a µ-term of
the right scale if λµ ∼ λφ.
Our key assumption, Eq. (28), seems at first sight dangerous since it implies a deep
non-MSSM vacuum with LHu ∼ (109 GeV)2 and
λdQLd¯+ λeLLe¯ = −µLHu (32)
eliminating the µ-term contribution to LHu’s mass squared [44]. To analyze the dy-
namics induced by Eq. (28), we parameterize the potentially unstable flat directions
as
L =
(
e/
√
2
l
)
, Hu =
(
hu
0
)
, Hd =
(
0
hd
)
, e¯ =
(
e/
√
2
)
(33)
u¯ =
(
0 0 0
)
, Q =
(
d/
√
2 0 0
0 0 0
)
, d¯ =
(
d/
√
2 0 0
)
(34)
φ = φ , χ = 0 , χ¯ = 0 (35)
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Figure 3: Thermal inflation baryogenesis.
The superpotential Eq. (27) reduces to
W =
1
2
λdhdd
2 +
1
2
λehde
2 + λµφ
2huhd +
1
2
λν (lhu)
2 +
1
4
λφφ
4 (36)
with the remaining D-term constraint
D = |hu|2 − |hd|2 − |l|2 + 1
2
|d|2 + 1
2
|e|2 = 0 (37)
The potential is
V = V0 −m2φ|φ|2 +m2L|l|2 −m2Hu|hu|2 +m2Hd |hd|2 +m2d|d|2 +m2e|e|2
+
(
1
2
Aνλνl
2h2u + Aµλµφ
2huhd +
1
4
Aφλφφ
4 +
1
2
Adλdhdd
2 +
1
2
Aeλehde
2 + c.c.
)
+
∣∣λνlh2u∣∣2 + ∣∣λνl2hu + λµφ2hd∣∣2 + ∣∣λφφ3 + 2λµφhuhd∣∣2 + |λdhdd|2 + |λehde|2
+
∣∣∣∣λµφ2hu + 12λdd2 + 12λee2
∣∣∣∣2 + 12g2
(
|hu|2 − |hd|2 − |l|2 + 1
2
|d|2 + 1
2
|e|2
)2
(38)
The dynamics is illustrated in Figure 3. Initially, all fields are held at the origin
by their finite temperature potential. Once the energy density has dropped sufficiently,
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V0 will dominate driving thermal inflation. After the temperature drops further, one of
the unstable directions, φ or lhu, will roll away from the origin. We assume lhu rolls
away first. Then 1
2
Aνλνl
2h2u fixes the phase of lhu, and |λνlh2u|2 and |λνl2hu|2 stabilize
its magnitude. The lhu field may partially reheat the thermal bath and so prolong the
thermal inflation, but eventually φ will also roll away from the origin, ending thermal
inflation. As φ rolls away, Aµλµφ
2huhd will force hd to become non-zero. |λdhdd|2 and
|λehde|2 then constrain d and e to zero, shielding the dynamics from the dangerous
non-MSSM vacuum in the direction of Eq. (32). Then Aµλµφ
2huhd, and also
1
4
Aφλφφ
4
and the cross term from |λφφ3 + 2λµφhuhd|2, fix the phase of φ2huhd. As φ nears its
minimum, the cross term from |λνl2hu + λµφ2hd|2 rotates the phase of lhu generating a
lepton asymmetry, and at the same time |λµφ2hu|2 gives an extra contribution to the
mass squareds of lhu and huhd, bringing them back in towards the origin. Thus we
have a type of Affleck-Dine (AD) leptogenesis [45, 46, 47]. Preheating then damps the
amplitude of the lhu and huhd fields keeping them in the lepton preserving region near
the origin [8]. The lhu and huhd fields then decay, at a temperature in the MSSM sector
above the electroweak scale, and their lepton number is converted to baryon number by
sphalerons. Finally, the flaton decays, diluting the baryon density to the value required
by observations, nB/s ∼ 10−10.
1.2.3 Thermal inflation and axions
The scale of the flaton vacuum expectation value, Eq. (23), coincides with that of the PQ
field, Eqs. (4) and (12) to (15). This motivates unification of thermal inflation and axions
[5, 6], and several papers have studied this in detail [48, 49, 50, 51]. In order to introduce
a U(1)PQ symmetry, Refs. [48, 49, 50, 51] extended the flaton sector, φ→ φ1, φ2, to get
a multi-field flaton axion model of the type studied in Refs. [52, 53, 54]. In this type
of thermal inflation axion model, the main danger is that too many hot axions will
be produced in the flaton decay to be consistent with Big Bang nucleosynthesis. This
imposes significant constraints on the parameter space.
1.3 This paper
The motivation for this paper starts from noting that our thermal inflation baryogenesis
model, Eqs. (27) and (28), generates a very rich and complex but remarkably consistent
cosmology from a very simple and constrained extension of the MSSM.
As discussed in Section 1.2.2, the first three terms in Eq. (27) are pure MSSM terms.
The fourth term generates the MSSM µ-term, forces Hd to become non-zero shielding
the dynamics from the deeper non-MSSM vacuum, in combination with the fifth term
generates the lepton asymmetry, couples the flaton to LHu and HuHd allowing the
flaton to bring them back in towards the origin, and provides an efficient decay channel
for the flaton allowing the temperature after flaton decay to be high enough for dark
matter generation. The fifth term generates neutrino masses, stabilizes the LHu field
during thermal inflation, and in combination with the fourth term generates the lepton
asymmetry. The sixth term couples the flaton to the thermal bath holding it at the
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origin during thermal inflation, and drives the flaton’s mass squared negative at small
|φ|. The seventh and last term stabilizes the flaton field.
Thus, all the terms we add, though simple and natural, do many different things.
However, there is one exception. The term 1
4
λφφ
4 is simply introduced to stabilize the
flaton’s potential at the right scale. If we eliminate this term, the flaton’s potential
will in any case be stabilized by the |φ| dependent renormalization of the flaton’s mass
squared induced by the coupling λχφχχ¯. Furthermore, the model now has a U(1)PQ
symmetry and so automatically includes the axion without any need to introduce extra
fields. This simplest of axion models was studied long ago by Moxhay and Yamamoto
[55] but has since been largely ignored. Its one disadvantage is that we have to tune φ0
to the right scale, though this tuning is very modest.
Thus we have an even simpler1 and more constrained extension of the MSSM,
Eq. (27) with λφ = 0, that generates an even richer and more complex, but as we
will see, even more remarkably consistent cosmology.
2 Model
Our model 2
W = λuQHuu¯+ λdQHdd¯+ λeLHde¯+ λµφ
2HuHd +
1
2
λν (LHu)
2 + λχφχχ¯ (39)
with the key parameter condition Eq. (28), is a simple extension of the MSSM incorpo-
rating thermal inflation, baryogenesis and axions. In this section we describe some of
its important properties.
2.1 Flaton potential
The flaton potential has the form
V (φ) = V0 − f
(
1
2
αφ ln
|φ|2 +m2s
m2s
)
m2φ|φ|2 (40)
where the function f encodes the |φ| dependent renormalization of the flaton’s mass
squared. We set
f(0) ≡ 1 (41)
to fix the definition of m2φ at the origin and recover Eq. (17)
V (φ) = V0 −m2φ|φ|2 + . . . for |φ|  ms (42)
Away from the origin the potential simplifies to
V (φ) = V0 − f
(
αφ ln
|φ|
ms
)
m2φ|φ|2 for |φ|  ms (43)
1It is arguable whether the absence of the φ4 term is more natural or not.
2An obvious alternative would be to replace λµφ2HuHd and λµ ∼ M−1Pl with λµφ3HuHd and λµ ∼
M−2GUT.
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Now
dV
d|φ| = − (2f + αφf
′)m2φ|φ| (44)
d2V
d|φ|2 = −
(
2f + 3αφf
′ + α2φf
′′)m2φ (45)
Therefore, the potential has a minimum at |φ| = φ0 with
f0 = −1
2
αφf
′
0 (46)
We set
f ′0 ≡ −1 (47)
to fix the definition of αφ at |φ| = φ0. Setting the vacuum energy to zero, Eqs. (43),
(46) and (47) give
V0 =
1
2
αφm
2
φφ
2
0 (48)
and Eqs. (45), (46) and (47) give the physical mass squared at the minimum
m2PQ ≡
1
2
d2V
d|φ|2
∣∣∣∣
|φ|=φ0
=
(
1− 1
2
αφf
′′
0
)
αφm
2
φ ' αφm2φ (49)
Note the suppression factor of αφ in both Eqs. (48) and (49). In the vicinity of the
minimum
V (φ) = V0 −
[
1
2
αφ − αφ ln
∣∣∣∣ φφ0
∣∣∣∣+O(α2φ ln2 ∣∣∣∣ φφ0
∣∣∣∣)]m2φ|φ|2 (50)
The value of φ0 is determined by the |φ| dependent renormalisation group running of
the flaton’s soft supersymmetry breaking mass squared. The renormalization coefficient
αφ is determined by the coupling λχφχχ¯ in Eq. (39)
αφ =
1
8pi2m2φ
∑
χ
|λχ|2
(
m2χ +m
2
χ¯ + |Aχ|2
)
(51)
where mχ, mχ¯ and Aχ are the soft supersymmetry breaking masses and A parameter
of χ and χ¯. Therefore, using Eq. (55), at least some of the Yukawa couplings should be
unsuppressed ∑
χ
|λχ|2 ∼ 1 (52)
in order to obtain the correct scale for φ0.
For definiteness, in our numerical simulation described in Section 4, we consider the
simplest case
f(x) = 1− x (53)
We can then solve Eq. (46) to give
φ0 = ms exp
(
1
αφ
− 1
2
)
(54)
To match Eqs. (19) and (23) then requires
αφ ' 0.05 (55)
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2.2 Lightest supersymmetric particle
In our model, the axino/flatino mass is generated by a χχ¯ loop containing the soft
supersymmetry-breaking interaction Aχλχφχχ¯ [55]
ma˜ ' 1
16pi2
∑
χ
λ2χAχ ∼ 1 to 10 GeV (56)
where we have used Eq. (52) to estimate λχ. Therefore the axino will be the lightest
supersymmetric particle (LSP) in our model.
2.3 χ and χ¯ and the PQ anomalies
To maintain gauge coupling unification, χ and χ¯ should form complete SU(5) multiplets,
and so, assuming that they are not singlets, they should contain fields charged under
SU(3). Thus the Peccei-Quinn field φ has couplings to both heavy quarks, contained
in χ and χ¯, and the Higgs fields Hu and Hd. Thus our model is a combination of the
KSVZ and DFSZ axion models.
Assuming that χ can be decomposed into 1, 5 and 10 representations of SU(5), and
χ¯ into corresponding 1¯, 5¯ and 1¯0 representations, we can parameterize χ and χ¯ as
χ = N11 +N55 +N1010 (57)
χ¯ = N11¯ +N55¯ +N101¯0 (58)
with the number of heavy quarks
Nq = N5 + 3N10 (59)
Then Eq. (5) gives
N = 6−Nq (60)
with the existence of an axion requiring N 6= 0, and Eq. (7) gives
E = 12− 8
3
Nq (61)
and therefore
E
N
=
8
3
− 4
N
(62)
As discussed above, χ and χ¯ should form complete representations of SU(5) in order
to preserve gauge coupling unification. However, although gauge coupling unification
is preserved, the GUT scale gauge coupling becomes stronger than in the pure MSSM
case. To preserve perturbative gauge coupling unification, we must restrict the size of
the χ and χ¯ representations. Using the parameterization of Eqs. (57), (58) and (59),
this requires [56]
Nq . 6 (63)
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2.4 Baryogenesis
The potential derived from Eq. (39) is a simplified version of Eq. (38)
V = V0 − m˜2φ|φ|2 +m2L|l|2 −m2Hu |hu|2 +m2Hd |hd|2
+
(
1
2
Aνλνl
2h2u +Bλµφ
2huhd + c.c.
)
+
∣∣λνlh2u∣∣2 + ∣∣λνl2hu + λµφ2hd∣∣2 + ∣∣λµφ2hu∣∣2 + |2λµφhuhd|2
+
1
2
g2
(|hu|2 − |hd|2 − |l|2)2 (64)
where, as described in Section 2.1,
m˜2φ(|φ|) = f
(
1
2
αφ ln
|φ|2 +m2s
m2s
)
m2φ (65)
and we have set d = e = 0 since, as discussed in Section 1.2.2, they will be held at the
origin throughout the dynamics. Despite setting λφ = 0, the potential still contains all
the terms needed for our baryogenesis scenario, and we expect the thermal inflation and
baryogenesis to proceed as described in Section 1.2. The detailed differences will be due
to the presence of the axion and the suppressed flaton vacuum mass, Eq. (49), both of
which may affect the preheating and decay of the flaton. The PQ strings formed at the
end of thermal inflation may also have some effect, possibly prolonging the leptogenesis.
In Section 4 we describe and present the results of our numerical simulation per-
formed in order to test in detail whether the baryogenesis proceeds as we expect, espe-
cially that the preheating leads to a conserved lepton number, as we did for our original
model of Ref. [7] in Ref. [8].
2.5 Flaton decay
The flaton decays to Standard Model (SM) particles and axions
Γφ = ΓSM + Γa (66)
2.5.1 Axion branching ratio
The decay rate to (hot) axions is (see Appendix A)
Γa =
m3PQ
64piφ20
(67)
The decay to SM particles is dominated by three channels: direct decay to SM Higgs,
decay to bottom quarks via flaton-Higgs mixing, and decay to gluons via a χχ¯ loop
ΓSM = Γφ→hh + Γφ→bb¯ + Γφ→gg (68)
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The decay rates are calculated in Appendix A, giving
Γφ→hh
Γa
= 16
(
m2A − |B|2
m2A
)2( |µ|
mPQ
)4 [
Re
√
1− 4m
2
h
m2PQ
+O(γh) +O
(
γ2h
)]
(69)
Γφ→bb¯
Γa
∼ 200m
2
b
m2h
(
m2A − |B|2
m2A
)2( |µ|
mPQ
)4(
1− 4m
2
b
m2PQ
) 3
2
m2h
m2PQ
(
1− m
2
h
m2PQ
)−2
(70)
Γφ→gg
Γa
∼ 0.1α23N2q (71)
where γh ∼ 10−5 is defined in Eq. (247). For mh ∼ 125 GeV and m2PQ ' αφm2φ, with
αφ ∼ 0.05 and mφ ∼ |µ| ∼ ms ∼ 102 to 103 GeV, we have roughly
Γφ→hh
Γa
∼
{
103 to 104 for mPQ > 2mh
10−1 to 10−7 for mPQ < 2mh
(72)
Γφ→bb¯
Γa
∼ 101 to 102 (73)
Γφ→gg
Γa
∼ 10−2 to 10−3 (74)
so that either φ → hh or φ → bb¯ dominate the SM channel with φ → gg always being
negligible. Thus the SM axion branching ratio has the form
ΓSM
Γa
∼ 16
(
m2A − |B|2
m2A
)2( |µ|
mPQ
)4
f
(
m2h
m2PQ
)
(75)
where
f(x) = Re
√
1− 4x+ εx
(1− x)2
(
1− εx
3
) 3
2
(76)
and
ε ∼ 12m
2
b
m2h
∼ 0.02 (77)
see Figure 4.
The branching ratio has a strong and somewhat complicated dependence onm2h/m
2
PQ,
with the axion production suppressed if 3
m2h . m2PQ ' αφm2φ  m2s (78)
The overall amplitude of axion production depends on the ratio(
mPQ
|µ|
)4
' α
2
φm
4
φ
|µ|4 (79)
which is highly suppressed in our model, see Eqs. (55) and (119).
3This comes close to providing an anthropic explanation for the little hierarchy, since the Higgs
thresholds could lead to sharp jumps in hot axion production, and hence via Big Bang nucleosynthesis
in helium abundance, with anthropically relevant effects on stellar evolution. Unfortunately, the flaton-
Higgs mixing channel makes this effect too small.
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Figure 4: Γa/ΓSM versus mPQ/mh for mA = 2|B|, |µ| = 103 GeV and mh = 125 GeV.
2.5.2 Flaton decay evolution
While the flaton is decaying, its energy density evolves as [2] 4
ρ˙φ + 3Hρφ = −Γφρφ (80)
while the entropy increases as
S˙
S
=
ΓSMρφ
sT
(81)
with
3H2 = ρφ + ρr (82)
and
ρr = ρSM + ρa (83)
Eq. (80) is easily solved to give
ρφ ∝ a−3e−Γφt (84)
while Eq. (81) gives
s4/3 =
4
3
(
2pi2
45
) 1
3 ΓSM
a4
∫ t
0
g1/3∗ a
4ρφ dt (85)
4We neglect radiation from the AD sector.
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Treating g∗ as slowly varying gives
ρSM =
ΓSM
a4
∫ t
0
a4ρφ dt (86)
and
s4/3 =
4
3
(
2pi2g∗
45
) 1
3 ΓSM
a4
∫ t
0
a4ρφ dt (87)
Numerical solutions for ρφ, ρr and
[
g
1/4
∗ (Td) / g
1/4
∗ (T )
]
(S/Sf) are shown in Figure 5.
Flaton decay temperature There is no unique decay temperature, instead we define
the flaton decay temperature Td by
ρr(Td) ≡ 1
2
Γ2φ (88)
or
pi2
30
g∗(Td)T 4d = ρSM(Td) =
1
2
ΓSMΓφ (89)
The time
td ' 1.061 Γ−1φ (90)
corresponding to Td is marked in Figure 5. At this time
ρφ(td) ' 0.495 Γ2φ (91)
and after this time the entropy increases by a factor
Sf
Sd
' 1.946 (92)
Substituting the results of Section 2.5.1 into Eq. (89) gives
Td '
(
5
8pi4 g∗(Td)
) 1
4
∣∣∣∣m2A − |B|2m2A
∣∣∣∣ |µ|2
m
1/2
PQφ0
[
f
(
m2h
m2PQ
)] 1
2
(93)
' 100 GeV
∣∣∣∣m2A − |B|2m2A
∣∣∣∣ (1011 GeVφ0
)( |µ|
103 GeV
)2(
102 GeV
mPQ
) 1
2
[
f
(
m2h
m2PQ
)] 1
2
(94)
which is plotted in Figure 6.
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Γφt
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10−3
10−2
10−1
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Γφtd
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radiation
entropy
Figure 5: Flaton and radiation energy densities and entropy during the flaton decay:
ρφ/Γ
2
φ, ρr/Γ
2
φ,
[
g
1/4
∗ (Td) / g
1/4
∗ (T )
]
(S/Sf) versus Γφt. The dotted lines are the early time
asymptotic solutions of Eqs. (100) and (101). The time corresponding to our definition
of Td in Eq. (88) is marked in red.
mPQ
mh
Td
10−1 100 101
100
101
102
103
Figure 6: Flaton decay temperature versus flaton mass: Td versus mPQ/mh for φ0 =
1011 GeV, |µ| = 103 GeV, mh = 125 GeV and mA = 2|B|.
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Early time decay evolution At early times, Γφt 1,
3H2 ' ρφ ∝ a−3 (95)
therefore from Eq. (86)
ρSM ' 6
5
ΓSMH ∝ a−3/2 (96)
and
s '
(
8
5
) 3
4
(
2pi2
45
) 1
4
g1/4∗ (ΓSMH)
3/4 ∝ a−9/8 (97)
Therefore, using Eq. (84),
ρφ '
[
ρφ(td) e
Γφtd
Γ2φ
]
Γ2φ
(
a
ad
)−3
' 1.430 Γ2φ
(
a
ad
)−3
(98)
H '
[
ρφ(td) e
Γφtd
3Γ2φ
] 1
2
Γφ
(
a
ad
)− 3
2
' 0.690 Γφ
(
a
ad
)− 3
2
(99)
ρSM ' 6
5
[
ρφ(td) e
Γφtd
3Γ2φ
] 1
2
ΓSMΓφ
(
a
ad
)− 3
2
' 0.828 ΓSMΓφ
(
a
ad
)− 3
2
(100)
g
1/4
∗ (Td)S
g
1/4
∗ (T )Sf
' Sd
Sf
(
12
5
) 3
4
[
ρφ(td) e
Γφtd
3Γ2φ
] 3
8 (
a
ad
) 15
8
' 0.750
(
a
ad
) 15
8
(101)
3 Constraints
Our model has a rich phenomenology generating many constraints. In this section we
analyze the constraints on our model arising from the MSSM, neutrino masses, thermal
inflation, baryogenesis, dark matter and nucleosynthesis.
3.1 MSSM
Stability of LHu in our vacuum requires
|µ|2 > 2m2LHu (102)
where m2LHu is defined in Eq. (28). The MSSM µ parameter is generated by the flaton’s
vacuum expectation value and has magnitude
|µ| = ∣∣λµφ20∣∣ (103)
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3.2 Neutrino masses
The term 1
2
λν(LHu)
2 in Eq. (39) generates neutrino masses
mν =
∣∣λνH2u∣∣ = |λν | v2 sin2 β (104)
where v = 174 GeV is the electroweak symmetry breaking scale. The observed neutrino
mixing [21]
∆m232 ' 2.4× 10−3 eV2 (105)
∆m221 ' 8.0× 10−5 eV2 (106)
suggest neutrino masses
m3 ∼ 5× 10−2 eV (107)
m2 ∼ 9× 10−3 eV (108)
m1 . m2 (109)
and so
|λν | ' 800
( mν
10−2 eV
)( 1
sin2 β
)
(110)
3.3 Thermal inflation and baryogenesis
For the flaton φ and AD flat direction LHu to be unstable during thermal inflation, we
require their soft supersymmetry breaking mass squareds to be negative
−m2φ < 0 (111)
and
−m2LHu < 0 (112)
The critical temperatures of the flaton and AD phase transitions are
Tφ =
mφ
βφ
(113)
and
TLHu =
mLHu
βLHu
(114)
where
β2φ =
1
4
∑
χ
|λχ|2 (115)
and
β2LHu =
1
4
(
3 |λt|2 + 3g22 + g21
)
(116)
For the AD phase transition to occur before the flaton phase transition, we require
Tφ < TLHu (117)
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therefore
mφ
βφ
<
mLHu
βLHu
(118)
Combining this with Eq. (102) gives
m2φ <
β2φ
β2LHu
m2LHu <
β2φ
2β2LHu
|µ|2 (119)
Now Eqs. (49), (52) and (55) give
mPQ .
|µ|
10
(120)
and mPQ should be fairly close to this bound since we expect mφ ∼ ms ∼ |µ|, while
requiring mφ ∼ ms & 100 GeV gives
mPQ & 20 GeV (121)
The roll away of the Affleck-Dine field LHu may reheat the thermal bath and so
extend the thermal inflation. This would dilute the moduli produced before thermal
inflation by an extra factor [8]
∆AD ∼ 1
φ0
(122)
where we have taken the equality in Eq. (22) and hence Eq. (25) of Ref. [8], and noted
that ΓAD  H0 so that the AD energy density is reduced by Hubble expansion rather
than decay, and probably has a matter-like equation of state.
After the AD phase transition, the AD field LHu settles to the minimum
|l|2 = |hu|2 = l20 (123)
of its potential
V = V0+m
2
L|l|2−m2Hu|hu|2+
(
1
2
Aνλνl
2h2u + c.c.
)
+
∣∣λνlh2u∣∣2+∣∣λνl2hu∣∣2+12g2 (|hu|2 − |l|2)2
(124)
where 5
l20 =
√
12m2LHu + |Aν |2 + |Aν |
6 |λν | (125)
Eq. (110) gives
l0 ∼ 109 GeV
√( mLHu
103 GeV
)(10−2 eV
mν
)
(126)
For the flaton to be able to bring the AD field LHu back in to the origin at the end of
thermal inflation, we require the flaton potential energy to dominate the AD potential
energy
αφm
2
φφ
2
0 & m2LHul
2
0 (127)
5The |LHu| dependent renormalisation group running of m2LHu may reduce this value.
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The extra dilution factor of Eq. (122) is sufficient to effectively remove the lower bound
on φ0 coming from requiring that thermal inflation sufficiently dilute the moduli, com-
pared with the constraint
φ0  l0 ∼ 109 GeV (128)
required by Eq. (127). The upper bound derived from Eq. (25) still applies, and using
Eq. (48) gives
φ0 . 1013 GeV
√(
nmod/s
10−12
)(
mmod
102 GeV
)3(
102 GeV
mPQ
)2(
10 GeV
Td
)
(129)
The number of e-folds of thermal inflation is [6]
N ∼ 1
6
ln
(
V 20
m6φms
)
+
1
3
ln
(
1
φ0
)
∼ 11 (130)
where the second term comes from Eq. (122).
The baryon asymmetry generated in this model is [7, 8]
nB
s
∼
(
nL
nAD
)(
m2LHul
2
0
αφm2φφ
2
0
)(
Td
mLHu
)
(131)
∼ 10−10
(
nL/nAD
10−2
)(
1012 GeV
φ0
)2(
Td
1 GeV
)(
10−1
αφ
)(
10−2 eV
mν
)(
mLHu
mφ
)2
(132)
Comparing with the observed value [21]
nB
s
= 9× 10−11 (133)
gives the constraint
φ0 ∼ 1012 GeV
√(
nL/nAD
10−2
)(
Td
1 GeV
)(
10−1
αφ
)(
10−2 eV
mν
)(
mLHu
mφ
)
(134)
Our simulation results, Figure 12 and Ref. [8], suggest that nL/nAD . 10−2 and so we
get the rough upper bound
φ0 . 1012 GeV (135)
with values near this bound presumably being more natural.
3.4 Axinos produced by the flaton decay
The flaton dependent renormalization of the axino mass generates the effective radial
flaton axino interaction
αa˜ma˜√
2φ0
δr a˜2 + c.c. (136)
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where
αa˜ ∼ 10−1 (137)
is calculated in Appendix A.5. The flaton decay rate to axinos is
Γφ→a˜a˜ =
α2a˜m
2
a˜mPQ
32piφ20
(138)
Using Eq. (84), the flaton decay generates an axino number density
na˜ =
2Γφ→a˜a˜
mPQa3
∫ t
0
a3ρφ dt =
2Γφ→a˜a˜
mPQΓφ
(
eΓφt − 1) ρφ (139)
and so, using Eqs. (89) to (92), a late time axino abundance
na˜
s
=
2Γφ→a˜a˜
mPQΓφ
Sde
Γφtd ρφ(td)
Sfsd
=
2.2TdΓφ→a˜a˜
mPQΓSM
(140)
Current abundance Using Eqs. (89) and (138), the current axino abundance is
Ωa˜ ' 5.6× 108
( ma˜
1 GeV
) na˜
s
(141)
' 0.36 Γ
1/2
φ
Γ
1/2
SM
(
10
g
1/2
∗ (Td)
)( αa˜
10−1
)2 ( ma˜
1 GeV
)3(10 GeV
Td
)(
1011 GeV
φ0
)2
(142)
Therefore Ωa˜ ≤ ΩCDM ' 0.2 requires
ma˜ . 1.8 GeV
[
Γ
1/2
SM
Γ
1/2
φ
(
g
1/2
∗ (Td)
10
)(
Td
1 GeV
)(
10−1
αa˜
)2(
φ0
1012 GeV
)2] 13
(143)
which is at the lower end of its expected range Eq. (56).
3.5 Axinos produced by the decay of thermally generated NLSPs
3.5.1 NLSP decay to axinos
The superpotential coupling λµφ
2HuHd leads to the decay of NLSPs to axinos via various
channels with rate [58, 59]
ΓN→a˜ = A
m3N
16piφ20
(144)
where we have neglected the decay products’ masses, and A ∼ 1 may contain a factor
of m2Z/m
2
N .
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3.5.2 Axino abundance
The thermal bath will generate NLSPs with number density
nN =
1
pi2
∫ ∞
0
k2 dk
exp
√
k2+m2N
T 2
+ 1
(145)
≡ m3N fN
(mN
T
)
(146)
whose decays will generate a late time axino abundance
na˜
s
=
Sd
Sf
1
sd
∫ ∞
0
(
a
ad
)3
nNΓN→a˜ dt (147)
High Td limit In the high Td limit
na˜
s
=
ΓN→a˜
s(mN)
∫ ∞
0
a3nN dt
a(mN)
3 (148)
=
m3NΓN→a˜
s(mN)H(mN)
∫ ∞
0
(mN
T
)5
fN
(mN
T
) dT
T
(149)
=
[
135
√
5√
2pi3
∫ ∞
0
x4 fN(x) dx
]
Γ
1/2
SMΓN→a˜
Γ
1/2
φ g
3/2
∗ (mN)m2N
(150)
=
5.4
g
3/2
∗ (mN)
Γ
1/2
SM
Γ
1/2
φ
ΓN→a˜
m2N
(151)
where we have used ∫ ∞
0
x4 fN(x) dx =
15 ζ(5)
2pi2
' 0.788 (152)
Low Td limit Using Eq. (96), the axino production rate
− d(a
3na˜)
d lnT
∝ a
3nN
H
∝ nN
T 12
(153)
and so, using
nN ' m
3/2
N T
3/2
√
2pi3
exp
(
−mN
T
)
(154)
the maximum axino production occurs at
T ' TN = 2
21
mN (155)
with our low Td limit corresponding to Td  TN .
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We can analytically estimate the axino abundance in Eq. (147) using Eqs. (89), (92),
(96) and (100),
na˜
s
=
8S(Td) a(TN)
3m3NΓN→a˜
3S(Tf) a(Td)
3 s(Td)H(TN)
∫ ∞
0
(
TN
T
)12
fN
(mN
T
) dT
T
(156)
=
[
576
√
15 (0.828)2
pi3(1.946)
∫ ∞
0
x11 fN(x) dx
]
Γ
1/2
SM g
3/2
∗ (Td)T 7d ΓN→a˜
Γ
1/2
φ g
3∗(TN)m
9
N
(157)
= 4.4× 106 g
3/2
∗ (Td)
g3∗(TN)
Γ
1/2
SM
Γ
1/2
φ
ΓN→a˜
m2N
(
Td
mN
)7
(158)
where we have used∫ ∞
0
x11 fN(x) dx =
7
3
(
1− 2−11) |B12|pi11 ' 1.737× 105 (159)
Numerical A numerical solution of Eq. (147) can be obtained by writing it in the
form
na˜
s
' g−
1
4∗ (Td) g
− 5
4∗ (TN)
Γ
1/2
SM
Γ
1/2
φ
ΓN→a˜
m2N
Fa˜(xa˜) (160)
where
Fa˜(xa˜) = g
1
4∗ (Td) g
5
4∗ (TN)
Γ
1/2
φ
Γ
1/2
SM
Sd
Sf
m2N
sd
∫ ∞
0
(
a
ad
)3
nN dt (161)
versus
xa˜ =
2
3
g
1/4
∗ (Td)Td
g
1/4
∗ (TN)TN
(162)
is plotted in Figure 7.
For xa˜  1, Eq. (158) gives
Fa˜(xa˜) ∼ 5.3x7a˜ (163)
while for xa˜  1, Eq. (151) gives
Fa˜(xa˜) ∼ 5.4 (164)
Current abundance Using Eqs. (144) and (160), the current abundance is
Ωa˜ ' 5.6× 108
( ma˜
1 GeV
) na˜
s
(165)
' 270AΓ
1/2
SM
Γ
1/2
φ
(
103
g
1/4
∗ (Td) g
5/4
∗ (TN)
)( mN
102 GeV
)( ma˜
1 GeV
)(1011 GeV
φ0
)2
Fa˜(xa˜)
(166)
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Figure 7: Axino abundance versus flaton decay temperature: Fa˜ versus xa˜, see
Eqs. (160) to (164). Fa˜, and hence the flaton decay temperature Td, is constrained
by Eq. (167).
Therefore Ωa˜ ≤ ΩCDM ' 0.2 requires
Fa˜(xa˜) . 7.5× 10−4 1
A
Γ
1/2
φ
Γ
1/2
SM
(
g
1/4
∗ (Td) g
5/4
∗ (TN)
103
)(
102 GeV
mN
)(
1 GeV
ma˜
)(
φ0
1011 GeV
)2
(167)
which can be converted into a constraint on xa˜, and hence the flaton decay temperature
Td, using Figure 7. For xa˜  1, Eq. (163) gives
Ωa˜ ∼ 0.19AΓ
1/2
SM
Γ
1/2
φ
(
103 g
3/2
∗ (Td)
g3∗(TN)
)( mN
102 GeV
)( ma˜
1 GeV
)(1011 GeV
φ0
)2(
25Td
mN
)7
(168)
and
Td .
mN
25
[
g∗(TN)
g∗(Td)
] 1
4
[
1
A
Γ
1/2
φ
Γ
1/2
SM
(
g
1/4
∗ (Td) g
5/4
∗ (TN)
103
)(
102 GeV
mN
)(
1 GeV
ma˜
)(
φ0
1011 GeV
)2] 17
(169)
Note that the flaton decay temperature will be less than or similar to the neutralino
freeze out temperature, which is about mN/20 [21]. Therefore we may require
mPQ < 2mN (170)
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to avoid direct production of neutralinos in the flaton decay.
Axinos will also be produced by the decay of NLSPs after they freeze out. However,
the standard Big Bang neutralino freeze out abundance is good match to the dark matter
abundance, our freeze out NLSP abundance will typically be less than the standard
abundance, and ma˜  mN , therefore the axino abundance generated after freeze out
should be safe.
3.6 Cold axions
3.6.1 Misalignment axions
The axion mass turns on around T ∼ ΛQCD, see Eq. (8), and the axion starts to oscillate
at a temperature To given by [2]
ma(To) ' 3Ho (171)
with axion number density
na(To) ∝ ma(To) (172)
and conserved axion number. The late time misalignment axion abundance is
na
s
=
S(To)
Sf
na(To)
s(To)
(173)
The abundance is suppressed by a factor ∆a compared with the standard Big Bang
abundance, where
∆a ≡ (na/s)
BB
na/s
=
Sf
S(To)
ma
(
TBBo
)
/ s
(
TBBo
)
ma(To) / s(To)
=
g∗(To)
g∗(TBBo )
(
To
TBBo
)6.7
Sf
S(To)
(174)
Eqs. (8) and (171) give the standard Big Bang axion oscillation temperature
TBBo '
[
0.1ma(0) Λ
3.7
QCD
(
TBBo
)2
3HBBo
] 1
5.7
(175)
' 1.3 GeV
(
1011 GeV
fa
) 1
5.7
(176)
Low Td limit Our axion oscillation temperature can be analytically estimated using
the results of Section 2.5.2 if the oscillation starts well before the flaton decay completes.
For Td  To, using Eqs. (89) and (96),
T 7.7o =
HBBo
(
TBBo
)3.7
T 4o
Ho
(177)
=
6
√
2
5
√
3
Γ
1/2
SM
Γ
1/2
φ
g
1/2
∗
(
TBBo
)
g
1/2
∗ (Td)
g∗(To)
(
TBBo
)5.7
T 2d (178)
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and, using Eqs. (100) and (101),
Sf
S(To)
= 0.71
[
g∗(Td)
g∗(To)
] 1
4
[
ρSM(To)
ρSM(Td)
] 5
4
= 0.71
g∗(To)
g∗(Td)
(
To
Td
)5
(179)
Therefore, for Td  To, the misalignment axion abundance is suppressed by a factor
∆a = 0.71
(
6
√
2
5
√
3
) 11.7
7.7 (
ΓSM
Γφ
) 11.7
2×7.7
[
g2∗(To)
g∗(TBBo ) g∗(Td)
] 3.7
2×7.7
(
TBBo
Td
) 3×4.7+1
7.7
(180)
High Td limit In the opposite limit, Td  To, dilution due to the flaton decay is
negligible but the presence of hot axions produced in the flaton decay increases H for a
given T , and so reduces To, slightly enhancing the cold axion production. For Td  To
To =
[
g∗
(
TBBo
)
g∗(To)
ΓSM
Γφ
] 1
2×5.7
TBBo (181)
and
∆a =
[
g∗(To)
g∗(TBBo )
] 4.7
2×5.7
(
ΓSM
Γφ
) 6.7
2×5.7
(182)
Numerical We can numerically solve Eq. (171) using Eqs. (80), (81) and (82) to give
(
Γφ
ΓSM
) 1
2×5.7
[
g∗
(
TBBo
)
g∗(To)
] 3.7
4×5.7
g
1/4
∗ (To)To
g
1/4
∗ (TBBo )TBBo
= Fo(xa) (183)
where
xa =
(
Γφ
ΓSM
) 1
2×5.7
[
g∗
(
TBBo
)
g∗(To)
] 3.7
4×5.7
g
1/4
∗ (Td)Td
g
1/4
∗ (TBBo )TBBo
(184)
For xa  1, Eq. (178) gives
Fo(xa) ∼ 1.0x0.26a (185)
while for xa  1, Eq. (181) gives
Fo(xa) ∼ 1 (186)
Eq. (174) then gives the suppression factor
∆a =
(
ΓSM
Γφ
) 6.7
2×5.7
[
g∗(To)
g∗(TBBo )
] 4.7
2×5.7 g
1/4
∗ (Tf)
g
1/4
∗ (To)
F∆a(xa) (187)
where Tf = min(Td, To) and
F∆a(xa) =
(
Γφ
ΓSM
) 6.7
2×5.7
[
g∗
(
TBBo
)
g∗(To)
] 3.7×6.7
4×5.7
[
g
1/4
∗ (To)To
g
1/4
∗ (TBBo )TBBo
]6.7
g
1/4
∗ (To)Sf
g
1/4
∗ (Tf)S(To)
(188)
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Figure 8: Axion dilution factor versus flaton decay temperature: F∆a versus xa, see
Eqs. (184), (187) and (188).
is plotted in Figure 8.
For xa  1, Eq. (180) gives
F∆a(xa) ∼ 0.69x−1.96a (189)
while for xa  1, Eq. (181) gives
F∆a(xa) ∼ 1 (190)
3.6.2 String axions
The axion abundance produced by the decay of PQ strings is [2]
na ∝ 1
a3
∫ ao
0
a3H2
ω
da
a
(191)
with the typical axion energy ω ∝ H. Therefore, using Eq. (171), the late time abun-
dance is
na
s
∝ S(To)
Sf
ma(To)
s(To)
∫ ao
0
a3H
a3oHo
da
a
(192)
Comparing with Eq. (174), our string axion abundance is suppressed compared with the
standard Big Bang abundance by a factor
∆stringa =
(∫ ao
0
a3H
a3oHo
da
a
)−1
∆misaligna (193)
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For Td  To, Eq. (95) gives
∆stringa ∼
3
2
∆misaligna (194)
while for Td  To
∆stringa ∼ ∆misaligna (195)
3.6.3 Current abundance
Taking into account the dilution factor ∆a, Eqs. (13) and (14) become
Ωa ∼ 0.2
∆a
(
fa
1010 to 1011 GeV
)1.175
(196)
For Td  TBBo ∼ 1 GeV, the dilution factor ∆a is slightly less than one, see Eq. (182),
giving a slight enhancement of the cold axion abundance over the standard Big Bang
case, which may provide an observational signal of our model in the future. For Td 
TBBo , Eq. (180) gives the dilution factor ∆a ∼ (Td/TBBo )−1.96, and so, using Eqs. (4),
(94) and (176), we have Ωa ∝ f−0.44a .
3.7 Hot axions
Hot axions will be produced in the flaton decay with energy density
ρhota
ρSM
=
[
g∗(Td) g
4/3
∗S (T )
g∗(T ) g
4/3
∗S (Td)
]
Γa
ΓSM
(197)
where Γa/ΓSM is given by Eq. (75) and plotted in Figure 4. The axion production is
highly suppressed in our model due to the suppressed flaton mass, but will typically be
higher than the thermally produced axion energy density [2]
ρtha
ρSM
∼ 10−6
(
1011 GeV
fa
)2
(198)
The hot axions produced in the flaton decay have current momentum
pa =
a
a0
mPQ
2
(199)
where a is the scale factor at the time they were created and a0 is the scale factor now.
In particular, the current momentum of an axion produced at td is
pd =
ad
a0
mPQ
2
(200)
=
[
S
1/3
d g
1/3
∗S (T0)T0
S
1/3
f g
1/3
∗S (Td)Td
]
mPQ
2
(201)
' 1.48× 10−4 eV
[
mPQ
g
1/3
∗ (Td)Td
]
(202)
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so, comparing with Eq. (9), they are marginally relativistic now. The current number
density spectrum is
pa
dnhota
dpa
=
(
a
a0
)3
2ρφ
mPQ
Γa
H
=
16ΓaΓφp
3
d
m4PQ
ρφp
3
a
HΓφp3d
(203)
which may provide an observational test of our model in the future. Assuming that the
hot axions are still relativistic now, their current energy density is
Ωhota ' 2× 10−5
[
100
g∗(Td)
] 1
3 Γa
ΓSM
(204)
3.8 Nucleosynthesis
The flaton decay should complete before Big Bang nucleosynthesis, requiring
Td & 10 MeV (205)
The good agreement between the Standard Model prediction for the 4He mass frac-
tion [60]
Y SMp = 0.248 (206)
and the observed value [21]
Y obsp = 0.25± 0.01 (207)
constrains any additional contribution to the energy density at the time of nucleosyn-
thesis from hot axions produced in the flaton decay [61]
ρa
ρSM
∣∣∣∣
BBN
. 0.14 (208)
Eq. (197) then gives the constraint
Γa
ΓSM
. 0.3 (209)
which is automatically satisfied in our model, see Eqs. (75) and (120), and Figure 9.
3.9 Summary of constraints
Figure 9 shows the constraints on |µ| and mPQ for fa = 1011 and 1012 GeV, while
Figure 10 shows the constraints on fa and |µ| for mPQ = 0.1, 0.05 and 0.025|µ|. There
are many strong constraints but nevertheless interesting regions of parameter space
survive. The axino mass is required to be at the lower end of its expected range,
ma˜ ∼ 1 GeV. Avoiding over-production of axinos requires fa & 1011 GeV, which nicely
coincides with the more natural range of parameters for our baryogenesis scenario near
the rough upper bound fa . 1012 GeV. Avoiding over-production of axions splits the
allowed parameter space into two regions. For fa ∼ 1011 GeV, the axion abundance is in
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Figure 9: Parameter space constraints, |µ| versus mPQ, for φ0 = 3fa/
√
2, mh = 125 GeV
and mA = 2|B|. Top fa = 1011 GeV and bottom fa = 1012 GeV.  hot axion over-
abundance at Big Bang nucleosynthesis, Eq. (209).  thermal inflation baryogenesis
consistency constraint, Eq. (120).  flaton mass constraint, Eq. (121).  axion cold dark
matter over-abundance, Eq. (196) for solid misalignment or line high string estimate.
 axino cold dark matter over-abundance:  Eq. (142) for αa˜ = 0.1 and solid ma˜ =
1 GeV or line ma˜ = 2 GeV;  Eqs. (167) and (170) for ma˜ = 1 GeV and solid mN =
200 GeV or line mN = 100 GeV.
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0.05 |µ| and bottom mPQ = 0.025 |µ|.  thermal inflation baryogenesis abundance
constraint, Eq. (135).
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good agreement with the observed dark matter abundance, but to avoid over-production
of axinos the MSSM µ parameter is confined to the range 700 GeV . |µ| . 2 TeV. For
fa ∼ 1012 GeV, the axino constraint weakens, but to avoid over-production of axions the
decay temperature has to be low enough to dilute them, which requires lower values of
|µ| in the range 400 GeV . |µ| . 800 GeV.
The tightness of the dark matter over-production constraints implies that the dark
matter should be composed of significant amounts of both axions and axinos. For
example, Eqs. (142), (168) and (196) give
Ωφa˜ ∝ φ−20 T−1d (210)
ΩNa˜ ∝ φ−20 T 7d
(
Td  mN
7
)
(211)
Ωa ∝ φ1.1750 (Td  1 GeV) (212)
therefore the dark matter minimum at fa ∼ 1011 GeV, |µ| ∼ 1 TeV has
Ωφa˜ = 7 Ω
N
a˜ (213)
Ωa = 1.7 Ωa˜ (214)
and
Ωa+a˜ ∼ 0.2× A0.05
(
6
N
)0.74 ( αa˜
10−1
)0.65 [ 102
g∗(Td)
]0.09 [
102
g∗(TN)
]0.14(
Γφ
ΓSM
)0.14
×
( ma˜
1 GeV
)1.02(200 GeV
mN
)0.28(
ΛQCD
200 MeV
)0.63(
s0/3H
2
0
5.6× 108 GeV−1
)
(215)
Alternatively, Eqs. (132) and (196) give
Ωb ∝ Tdφ−20 (216)
Ωa ∝ φ1.520 T 1.96d (Td  1 GeV) (217)
therefore, fixing Ωb, the dark matter minimum at fa ∼ 1012 GeV, |µ| ∼ 600 GeV has
Ωa˜ ' Ωφa˜ = 1.4 Ωa (218)
and
Ωa+a˜ ∼ 0.2×
(
6
N
)0.64 ( αa˜
10−1
)1.15 [ 102
g∗(Td)
]0.29(
Γφ
ΓSM
)0.61
×
[(
10−2
nL/nAD
)( αφ
10−1
)( mφ
mLHu
)2 ( mν
10−2 eV
)(174 GeV
vEW
)2(
1 GeV
mp
)(
Ωb
0.05
)]0.25
×
( ma˜
1 GeV
)1.73(200 MeV
ΛQCD
)0.41(
s0/3H
2
0
5.6× 108 GeV−1
)0.75
(219)
To need to be at a minimum of the dark matter abundance may seem like tuning,
but, taking into account anthropic selection effects, it can be quite natural for our local
part of the universe to be found at such extrema of parameter space. Similarly, our
mixed (supersymmetric!) dark matter may also seem odd, but is due to our extremum
of parameter space, and follows the observed trend of an over-complicated composition
of our local part of the universe, which is again well motivated anthropically.
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4 Numerical simulation of the leptogenesis
We closely follow the methods of Ref. [8]. We performed a three dimensional lattice
simulation with periodic boundary conditions using the algorithm described in Ref. [8].
The potential was that of Eq. (64) with f given by Eq. (53), the D-term
D = |hu|2 − |hd|2 − |l|2 = 2 (220)
and gauge
Ja =
∑
ψ∈{hu,hd,l}
ψ∗QDaψ − (Daψ)∗Qψ
i
= 0 (221)
constraints exactly conserved by the algorithm, and canonical gauge invariant kinetic
terms. The numerical parameter  was introduced to cut off the singularity at hu = 0.
The physical parameters and fields were rescaled by a typical soft supersymmetry break-
ing mass m and a typical flaton expectation value MTI or AD (l, hu or hd) expectation
value MAD, as described in Refs. [7, 8]. As the initial condition, we used the ∆ = 4m
case from Ref. [8].
4.1 Simulation parameters
The lattice volume L3, number of lattice points N3, time step ∆t, and D-term constraint
singularity cutoff , were taken as 6
L = 200m−1 , N = 128 , ∆t = 4× 10−3m−1 ,  = 5× 10−3MAD (222)
We tested our results using different values of these numerical parameters. Limited
computing power constrained us to N ≤ 128.
The k-modes allowed by this lattice are k =
√
k21 + k
2
2 + k
2
3 with
ki =
2pini
L
(223)
where ni = 0, 1, . . . , N/2 with ni = 0, N/2 having degeneracy one and the rest degener-
acy two. This spans the range
0.033m =
2pi
L
≤ k ≤
√
3piN
L
= 3.5m (224)
The physical parameters were taken as follows 7
m2φ = 0.217m
2 , αφ = 0.051758 , m
2
s = m
2
φ (225)
m2Hu = 1.510m
2 , m2Hd = 3.533m
2 , m2L = 1.323m
2 (226)
6It was necessary to take L larger than in Ref. [8] due to the suppressed flaton mass of Eq. (49).
7The mass squareds were set to three decimal places to avoid any accidental resonances and also to
fit the MSSM constraints described in Ref. [7].
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|Aν | = 0.25m , |B| = 1.15m (227)
|λν | = 0.2mM−2AD , |λµ| = 2.0mM−2TI (228)
MAD = 10
−2MTI (229)
arg (Aνλν) = arg (Bλµ) = 0 (230)
Note that the phases of Eq. (230) are not physical and can be adjusted by field rotations.
The CP phase was taken as
arg (−B∗Aν) =

pi − pi
20
CP+
pi CP0
pi +
pi
20
CP−
(231)
For the choice of parameters above, we have [8]
φ0 = 0.70MTI , φc = 0.67φ0 , l0 = 1.5× 10−2 φ0 (232)
where |φ| = φc is the critical value at which the minimum of the AD sector switches to
the origin (
φc
φ0
)4
=
m2Hu −m2L
|µ|2 (233)
The flaton mass squared eigenvalues at φ = φ0 are
m2PQ = αφm
2
φ = 0.011m
2 , m2a = 0 (234)
and the Affleck-Dine sector mass squared eigenvalues at φ = φ0, l = hu = hd = 0 are
m2LHu = 0.37m
2 , m2−HuHd = 0.54m
2 , m2+HuHd = 3.4m
2 (235)
and
|µ|2 = 0.94m2 (236)
Characteristic potential values are
V0 =
1
2
αφm
2
φφ
2
0 , V1 = 5.9× 10−3 V0 , V2 = 3.2× 10−2 V0 (237)
where
V1 ≡ V0 − V (0, hu0, 0, l0) (238)
is the depth of the Affleck-Dine sector minimum when the flaton is still at the origin,
and
V2 ≡ V (φ0, hu0, 0, l0) (239)
is the height to which that point is lifted when the flaton reaches its minimum. Here
V (φ, hu, hd, l) is the potential.
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Figure 11: Magnitude squareds of the flaton and AD fields averaged over the lattice as
a function of time (CP−): 〈|φ|2〉/φ20, 〈|l|2〉/φ20, 〈|hd|2〉/φ20 versus mt.
4.2 Results
The overall dynamics can be seen in Figure 11. Initially, the flaton φ and the Higgs
field hd are near the origin, the AD field l is near its thermal inflation minimum at
|l| = l0, and hu is determined by l and hd via the D-term constraint. As φ rolls away
from the origin, ending thermal inflation, it first forces hd to become non-zero, and then,
as it crosses |φ| = φc, it causes the AD potential to flip, forcing l and hd in towards
the origin. The AD fields then oscillate about the origin while the flaton rolls beyond
its minimum and then back in towards the origin. Note that the flaton evolves slowly
relative to the rapid AD field oscillations since the flaton mass scale mPQ ' α1/2φ mφ is
suppressed relative to the AD sector mass scales. As the flaton returns past |φ| = φc,
the AD potential flips back to its original form, forcing l back out to |l| ∼ l0 where it
oscillates rapidly. The flaton nears the origin and then rolls out again, crossing |φ| = φc
and flipping the AD potential for the final time, bringing the AD fields back in again
towards the origin. The flaton then settles to oscillate about its minimum since the
build up of gradient energy (preheating) has by this time drained enough kinetic energy
from the homogeneous mode to prevent it from returning to |φ| < φc. The AD field
l initially oscillates around the origin with large amplitude but gradually settles down
closer to the origin.
The important outcome of this dynamics is shown in Figure 12. The AD field l
is initially sitting in its thermal inflation minimum, and hence the lepton number is
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Figure 12: Lepton number density averaged over the lattice as a function of time:
mLHu〈nL〉/V2 (CP+, CP0, CP−) versus mt.
zero. The flaton then brings it in towards the origin with rotation, as described in
Section 1.2.2, and hence lepton number is generated. This is initially conserved while
l is held in the symmetrical lepton number conserving part of its potential near the
origin. Then the flaton forces l back out towards its lepton number violating thermal
inflation minimum, about which it oscillates, and hence the lepton number oscillates
violently. The flaton then again brings l back in towards the origin with rotation, and
the corresponding lepton number is initially conserved as l is held near the origin by the
overextended flaton field. As the flaton settles down to oscillate about its minimum, the
l field is held less tightly and spreads out to feel the lepton violating outer parts of its
potential, and hence the lepton number decays. This decay is halted as l settles down
closer to the origin, leaving a residual conserved lepton number. Although the dynamics
is very complicated, Figure 12 shows that the lepton number is controlled by the CP
violating phase in our potential, Eq. (231).
The flaton dynamics is shown in more detail in Figs. 13 and 14. The first oscillation
of the flaton is essentially homogeneous, but the angular dispersion becomes significant
in the second oscillation, limiting its amplitude. The radial flaton then settles down to
oscillate about its minimum, with fairly small amplitude and dispersion, as can be seen
in Figure 14. The axion on the other hand settles down to large amplitude oscillations
in its dispersion, as can be seen from the late time oscillations in the mean squared and
variance of the complex flaton field in Figure 13.
The effect of the flaton dynamics on the AD sector is shown in more detail in Fig-
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Figure 13: Mean squareds (solid) and variances (dotted) of the complex and radial flaton
fields as a function of time (CP−): |〈φ〉|2/φ20, 〈|φ−〈φ〉|2〉/φ20, 〈|φ|〉2/φ20, 〈(|φ|−〈|φ|〉)2〉/φ20
versus mt.
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Figure 14: Mean displacement from minimum squared (solid) and variance (dotted) of
the radial flaton field as a function of time (CP−): 〈|φ| − φ0〉2/φ20, 〈(|φ| − 〈|φ|〉)2〉/φ20
versus mt.
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Figure 15: Magnitude squared of the flaton field and mean squareds (solid) and vari-
ances (dotted) of the AD fields as a function of time (CP−): 〈|φ|2〉/2φ20, |〈l〉|2/l20,
〈|l − 〈l〉|2〉/l20, |〈hd〉|2/l20, 〈|hd − 〈hd〉|2〉/l20 versus mt.
ure 15. The first two large amplitude flaton oscillations force the AD sector in towards
the origin, then out, then back in again. As the flaton settles down, the AD fields
mean squareds quickly settle to the origin but the variance now becomes significant.
The variance of l is initially large but importantly decreases over time leading to the
conservation of the lepton number seen in Figure 12. The variance of hd on the other
hand is initially small but grows over time.
The preheating of the flaton and AD sectors is shown in Figure 16. The initial roll
out of the flaton gives rise to tachyonic and angular preheating, exciting modes with
k . mφ, as can be seen in the top left graph. Thereafter, the flaton preheating becomes
broader, but is still mostly limited to modes with k . mφ, and the spectrum settles down
to a fairly stable distribution well within the cutoff of our lattice, as can be seen in the
bottom left graph. The AD preheating is more complex, as discussed in Ref. [8], and
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Figure 16: Kinetic energy spectra of flaton (left) and AD (right) sectors, thermally nor-
malized (top) so that a thermal spectrum is flat, and energy normalized (bottom) so that
the area under the graph is the total energy (CP−): |φ˙k|2/V0, |ψ˙k|2/V2, k3|φ˙k|2/m3PQV0,
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= 0.73m,
m+HuHd = 1.8m.
very efficient. As can be seen from the top right graph, all the AD lattice modes have
thermalized by about t ∼ 250m−1. Thus the AD preheating is artificially truncated by
our lattice cutoff, so in reality should be even more efficient, bringing the AD fields in
even closer to the origin. However, the preheating available with our limited lattice is
sufficient to lead to excellent conservation of lepton number, as shown in Figure 12.
The energy densities in the flaton sector are shown in Figure 17. The first flaton
oscillation is dominated by radial kinetic and potential energy, as would be expected for
an essentially homogeneous oscillation. During the second oscillation, a large part of
the potential energy is converted into angular gradient and then angular kinetic energy,
causing the radial flaton to settle down around its minimum. The late time axion
dispersion oscillations are again evident from the angular kinetic and gradient energies.
The energy densities in the AD sector are shown in Figure 18. Initially l is sitting in
its thermal inflation minimum and hd is at the origin, hence the potential energy is −V1
and the kinetic and gradient energies are negligible. Then the AD potential gets lifted
up by the flaton and the AD fields roll in towards, and oscillate homogeneously about,
the origin with negligible gradient energy. As the flaton returns near the origin, the
AD potential is dropped and l returns to its thermal inflation minimum, though now
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Figure 17: Kinetic, gradient and potential energy densities of the radial (solid) and
angular (dotted) flaton fields averaged over the lattice as a function of time (CP−):
ρφ/V0 versus mt.
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Figure 18: Kinetic, gradient and potential energy densities of the AD sector averaged
over the lattice as a function of time (CP−): ρAD/V2 versus mt.
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Figure 19: Radial (solid) and angular (dotted) energy densities of the flaton averaged
over the lattice as a function of time (CP−): ρφ/V0 versus mt.
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Figure 20: Flaton and AD energy densities averaged over the lattice as a function of
time (CP−): ρφ/V0, ρAD/V0 versus mt.
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oscillating with substantial kinetic energy. The flaton then rolls out again and settles
around its minimum, permanently lifting the AD potential. The AD fields once again
roll in towards, and oscillate about, the origin, though this time with rapidly growing
gradient energy. Finally, the AD energies all gradually increase, though at a decreasing
rate, due to energy transfer from the flaton sector.
Figure 19 shows the energy transfer between the radial and angular flaton sectors.
The flaton energy is initially all in the radial component but quickly becomes equally dis-
tributed between the radial and angular components. Over much longer timescales, far
beyond the scope of this simulation, the Hubble expansion, and possibly also preheating
and decay, will reduce the amplitude of the flaton oscillations about its minimum. Then
we expect the radial flaton and the axion to decouple and the energy in the axion sector
to red-shift away, leaving the universe dominated by the radial flaton until it finally
decays. However, the details of this process deserve further investigation.
Figure 20 shows the energy transfer from the flaton sector to the AD sector. Since
the flaton sector dominates, V0  V1, V2, the energy transfer is negligible for the flaton
but is significant for the AD sector. The energy transfer could be dangerous for the
conservation of the lepton number if it increases the amplitude of the l field too much.
Whether this happens depends on the efficiency of the energy transfer from the flaton
sector to the AD sector, which from Figure 20 seems to be rapidly declining, the energy
flow within the AD sector to higher k modes, which from Figure 16 seems to be very
efficient but is artificially cut off at an early stage in our simulation due to the finite
lattice size, and the transfer of energy from the AD sector to other sectors via thermal
friction [8], which is beyond the scope of this paper. However, as the lepton is well
conserved in our simulation, see Figure 12, despite artificially cutting off the preheating
and not including thermal friction at all, we are confident it will be conserved in reality.
Thus, despite the dynamics being complex, our simulation suggests that our baryo-
genesis mechanism does work in this model.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a cosmological model based on a simple extension of the
MSSM with superpotential
W = λuQHuu¯+ λdQHdd¯+ λeLHde¯+ λµφ
2HuHd +
1
2
λν (LHu)
2 + λχφχχ¯ (240)
and key parameter condition Eq. (28). The model is obtained from our original thermal
inflation and baryogenesis model of Ref. [7] by removing the flaton self-interaction term
λφφ
4, with the flaton now stabilized by the renormalization group running of its poten-
tial. Removing the flaton self-interaction gives the model a PQ symmetry and axion,
with the scales required for thermal inflation and axions well matched. As shown in
Section 4, our baryogenesis scenario works well in this model, as it did in our original
model [8], but now in an even more minimal setting, using essentially all the terms in
the potential.
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Comparison with multi-field thermal inflation axion models
Our model, though simpler, has much in common with the multi-field thermal inflation
axion models studied in Refs. [48, 49, 50, 51], and our baryogenesis scenario would
probably work in those models too, but there are at least two important differences.
First, in the absence of the flaton self-interaction, the flatino/axino becomes light making
it the LSP, see Eq. (56). Second, the renormalization group running stabilization of
the flaton’s potential suppresses the flaton’s mass squared around the minimum of its
potential, see Eq. (49).
An axino LSP would be over-produced in the standard hot Big Bang cosmology, but
in our model the flaton decays late at a temperature of order 1 GeV. The lack of a
flaton self-interaction suppresses direct axino production in the flaton decay, but axinos
are still typically over-produced either in the flaton decay or by the decay of NLSPs
in the thermal bath. This provides the strongest constraint on our model, forcing the
axino mass to be at the lower end of its expected range, ma˜ ∼ 1 GeV. Avoiding over-
production of axinos also requires fa & 1011 GeV, which is nonetheless nicely consistent
with the scale required for thermal inflation, our baryogenesis scenario and axion dark
matter, see Section 3.
The suppressed flaton mass suppresses the flaton decay rate to hot axions, whose
over-production would conflict with Big Bang nucleosynthesis, and is the strongest con-
straint on the multi-field thermal inflation axion models [48, 49, 50, 51]. It also tends
to put the flaton mass below threshold for Higgs production, reducing the decay tem-
perature and helping avoid over-production of dark matter.
Observational tests and signatures
Our model has a variety of observational tests and signatures. Thermal inflation wipes
out any gravitational waves at solar system scales generated during primordial inflation
[62], so observation of such would rule out thermal inflation. However, the first order
phase transition that ends thermal inflation generates its own gravitational waves [57].
These may be observable at future gravitational wave detectors such as BBO and DE-
CIGO, and a correlated analysis of ultimate-DECIGO [63] may probe the heart of the
thermal inflation parameter space.
Thermal inflation and the following period of flaton domination redshift primordial
perturbations by 10 to 15 e-folds compared with a standard hot Big Bang history. This
may have an observable effect on the primordial density perturbations. For example,
many simple models of primordial inflation predict a spectral index n − 1 = −α/N +
O(1/N2), where N is the number of e-folds between horizon exit and the end of the
primordial inflation. Thermal inflation would reduce N by 10 to 15. One could also try
to reconstruct N . For example, in the simple class of models above, (n − 1)2/n′ = −α
determines the model, (n − 1)/n′ = N determines the number of e-folds, and (n −
1)n′′/(n′)2 = 2 provides a check of assumptions, where n′ ≡ dn/d ln k, etc.
The key parameter condition for our baryogenesis scenario, Eq. (28), can be tested
at future accelerators. The roll away of the AD field may extend the thermal inflation
by 5 or 6 e-folds, see Eqs. (122) and (130). The χ and χ¯ fields, needed to couple the
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flaton to the thermal bath, acquire intermediate scale masses after thermal inflation
and, assuming that they are not all MSSM singlets, will affect the renormalisation of
the MSSM couplings. The late decay of the flaton may dilute, or even enhance, the dark
matter abundance compared with a standard hot Big Bang history.
Thermal inflation axion models can be tested by the effect of the hot axions on Big
Bang nucleosynthesis. Significant parts of the parameter space of multi-field thermal
inflation axion models are already ruled out by this test [48, 49, 50, 51]. As discussed in
Sections 2.5.1 and 3.7, and above, the hot axion production is suppressed in our model
but is still expected to be greater than the usual thermal production, so this might also
provide a test of our model in the future.
Our model, and Moxhay and Yamamoto’s original single-field flaton axion model
[55], can be tested by its prediction that the LSP is the axino/flatino. Furthermore, in
our model we expect ma˜ ∼ 1 GeV, see Sections 2.2 and 3.4. This provides an important
test of our model at future accelerators [64, 65, 66, 67]. Also, the tightness of the axino
bounds, see Figures 9 and 10, suggests that the dark matter should be composed of
significant amounts of both axions and axinos.
Summary
In summary, our simple and natural extension of the MSSM leads to a rich but remark-
ably consistent cosmology combining thermal inflation, baryogenesis, axions and axinos,
with observational implications for primordial perturbations, gravitational waves, Big
Bang nucleosynthesis, dark matter and particle accelerators.
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A Flaton decay rates
A.1 Decay to axions
Decomposing the flaton as in Eq. (2), the flaton kinetic term generates the radial flaton
axion interaction
|∂φ|2 → δr (∂a)
2
√
2φ0
(241)
Since ma ' 0, we get the flaton decay rate to axions
Γa =
m3PQ
64piφ20
(242)
A.2 Decay via SM Higgs
The superpotential term λµφ
2HuHd generates the radial flaton SM Higgs interaction
|λµ|2|φ|4
(|Hu|2 + |Hd|2) → √2 |µ|2
φ0
δr h2
Bλµφ
2HuHd + c.c. → −
√
2
|B|2|µ|2
m2Aφ0
δr h2
→
√
2
(
1− |B|
2
m2A
) |µ|2
φ0
δr h2
(243)
where
m2A = −m2Hu +m2Hd + 2|µ|2 (244)
and we have used Eq. (103). Therefore the flaton decay rate via (possibly virtual) SM
Higgses is [68]
Γφ→hh = A
∫ mPQ
0
2p dpmhΓh
pi
[
(p2 −m2h)2 + (mhΓh)2
] ∫ mPQ−p
0
2q dq mhΓh
pi
[
(q2 −m2h)2 + (mhΓh)2
]
×
√
1− 2p
2
m2PQ
− 2q
2
m2PQ
− 2p
2q2
m4PQ
+
p4
m4PQ
+
q4
m4PQ
(245)
where
A =
|µ|4
4pimPQφ20
(
1− |B|
2
m2A
)2
(246)
and Γh is the decay rate of the SM Higgs. The dominant decay mode of the SM Higgs
is to bottom quarks, giving [21]
γh ≡ Γh
mh
' 3g
2
2m
2
b
32pim2W
(
1− 4m
2
b
m2h
)3/2
∼ 10−5 (247)
where g2 ' 0.65 is the SU(2) gauge coupling, mb ' 5 GeV is the bottom quark mass
and mW ' 80 GeV is the W boson mass. Therefore, defining x = p/mPQ, y = q/mPQ
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and ξ = mh/mPQ, we have
Γφ→hh = A
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1−x
0
dy
4xyγ2hξ
2
√
1− 2x2 − 2y2 − 2x2y2 + x4 + y4
pi2
[
(x2 − ξ2)2 + γ2hξ2
] [
(y2 − ξ2)2 + γ2hξ2
] (248)
= A

√
1− 4ξ2 +O(γh) for ξ < 12
2γh
∫ 1−ξ
0
2xdx
√
(1−ξ2)2−2(1+ξ2)x2+x4
pi(x2−ξ2)2 +O(γ2h) for 12 < ξ < 1
γ2h
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1−x
0
dy
4xy
√
1−2x2−2y2−2x2y2+x4+y4
pi2(x2−ξ2)2(y2−ξ2)2 +O(γ3h) for 1 < ξ
(249)
A.3 Decay to b and b¯ via flaton-Higgs mixing
The superpotential term λµφ
2HuHd induces flaton-Higgs mixing, allowing the flaton
mass eigenstate to decay directly to SM fermions.
The neutral CP even Higgs states are
H0u = Θ
h
H0u
h+ ΘHH0uH (250)
H0d = Θ
h
H0d
h+ ΘHH0d
H (251)
where h and H are the mass eigenstates, h being the SM Higgs. The mass matrix
elements are
M2H0uH0u =
1
2
m2A (1 + cos 2β) +
1
2
m2Z (1− cos 2β) (252)
M2H0uH0d = −
1
2
(
m2A +m
2
Z
)
sin 2β (253)
M2H0dH0d =
1
2
m2A (1− cos 2β) +
1
2
m2Z (1 + cos 2β) (254)
giving the tree level Higgs masses
m2h =
1
2
[(
m2A +m
2
Z
)−√(m2A +m2Z)2 − 4m2Am2Z cos2 2β] (255)
m2H =
1
2
[(
m2A +m
2
Z
)
+
√
(m2A +m
2
Z)
2 − 4m2Am2Z cos2 2β
]
(256)
where
m2A = m
2
Hu +m
2
Hd
+ 2|µ|2 (257)
sin 2β =
2|Bµ|
m2A
(258)
m2Z = 2
(
m2Hd −m2Hu tan2 β
tan2 β − 1
)
− 2|µ|2 (259)
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A is the neutral CP odd Higgs boson and tan β is defined as
tan β ≡ vu
vd
(260)
where vu and vd are the magnitudes of the vacuum expectation values of Hu and Hd,
and the electroweak symmetry breaking scale is
v2 = v2u + v
2
d = (174 GeV)
2 (261)
The flaton mixes with h and H
h = Θhˆhhˆ+ Θ
Hˆ
h Hˆ + Θ
φˆ
hφˆ (262)
H = ΘhˆH hˆ+ Θ
Hˆ
HHˆ + Θ
φˆ
H φˆ (263)
φ = Θhˆφhˆ+ Θ
Hˆ
φ Hˆ + Θ
φˆ
φφˆ (264)
where hˆ, Hˆ and φˆ are the mass eigenstates, due to the mass matrix elements
M2φφ = m2PQ (265)
M2H0uφ = 2 sin β
(
2|µ|2 −m2A cos2 β
) v
φ0
(266)
M2H0dφ = 2 cos β
(
2|µ|2 −m2A sin2 β
) v
φ0
(267)
Since the decay is dominated by the bottom quark channel for mφ . 1 TeV [50]
λbH
0
dbb¯→ λbΘφˆH0d φˆbb¯ (268)
Γφˆ→bb¯ =
3
16pi
∣∣∣λbΘφˆH0d ∣∣∣2mPQ
(
1− 4m
2
b
m2PQ
)3/2
(269)
we are only interested in the φˆ H0d mixing
Θφˆ
H0d
= ΘhH0d
Θφˆh + Θ
H
H0d
ΘφˆH (270)
Diagonalizing the Higgs mass matrix gives
ΘhH0d
=
M2
H0uH
0
d√(
M2
H0dH
0
d
−m2h
)2
+M4
H0uH
0
d
(271)
= − AΘ cos β√
A2Θ + 2AΘBΘ sin β +B
2
Θ
(272)
ΘHH0d
=
M2
H0dH
0
d
−m2h√(
M2
H0dH
0
d
−m2h
)2
+M4
H0uH
0
d
(273)
=
AΘ sin β +BΘ√
A2Θ + 2AΘBΘ sin β +B
2
Θ
(274)
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and perturbatively diagonalizing the flaton Higgs mass matrix gives
Θφˆh = −
M2
H0uH
0
d
M2
H0dφ
−
(
M2
H0dH
0
d
−m2h
)
M2H0uφ(
m2h −M2φφ
)√(M2
H0dH
0
d
−m2h
)2
+M4
H0uH
0
d
(275)
=
4
(
1− |B|2
m2A
)
|µ|2v(
m2h −m2PQ
)
φ0
AΘ +BΘ
(
4|µ|2−2m2A cos2 β
4|µ|2−m2A sin2 2β
)
sin β√
A2Θ + 2AΘBΘ sin β +B
2
Θ
 (276)
ΘφˆH = −
(
M2
H0dH
0
d
−m2h
)
M2
H0dφ
+M2
H0uH
0
d
M2H0uφ(
m2H −M2φφ
)√(M2
H0dH
0
d
−m2h
)2
+M4
H0uH
0
d
(277)
= − m
2
Av sin 4β
2
(
m2H −m2PQ
)
φ0
 AΘ +BΘ
(
2|µ|2−m2A sin2 β
m2A sinβ cos 2β
)
√
A2Θ + 2AΘBΘ sin β +B
2
Θ
 (278)
where
AΘ =
(
m2A +m
2
Z
)
sin β (279)
BΘ = m
2
Z cos 2β −m2h (280)
Thus the mixing coefficient Θφˆ
H0d
has a complicated dependence on the parameters, but
can be roughly parameterized as
Θφˆ
H0d
∼ 4CΘ
(
1− |B|
2
m2A
) |µ|2v cos β(
m2PQ −m2h
)
φ0
(281)
with CΘ ∼ 1. With this parameterization, Eq. (269) becomes
Γφˆ→bb¯ ∼ 12C2ΘA
(
1− 4m
2
b
m2PQ
) 3
2
(
m2b
m2PQ
)∣∣∣∣∣ m2PQm2PQ −m2h
∣∣∣∣∣
2
(282)
where A is defined in Eq. (246).
A.4 Decay to gluons via χ and χ¯
The superpotential term λχφχχ¯ allows the flaton to decay to SM gauge fields via a
virtual χχ¯ loop. The dominant decay channel is via heavy quark superfields to gluons
[50]
Γφ→gg '
α23N
2
qm
3
PQ
144pi3φ20
(
1 +
95α3
4pi
)
(283)
where α3 ≡ g23/(4pi) ' 0.1.
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A.5 Decay to axinos
Axino mass is generated at one-loop and given by Eq. (56)
ma˜ =
1
16pi2
∑
χ
λ2χAχ (284)
The |φ| dependent renormalisation of λχ and Aχ is [69]
dλ2χ
d ln |φ| =
λ2χ
8pi2
(∑
χ′
|λχ′|2 + 2 |λχ|2 − 4
∑
a
Ca(χ) g
2
a
)
(285)
dAχ
d ln |φ| =
1
8pi2
(∑
χ′
|λχ′|2Aχ′ + 2 |λχ|2Aχ + 4
∑
a
Ca(χ) g
2
aMa
)
(286)
where the Ca(χ) are the quadratic Casimir invariants, for example C3(χ) = 4/3 for a
quark superfield χ. This generates the coupling of the flaton to the axino, given in
Eq. (136), with
αa˜ =
d lnma˜
d ln |φ| (287)
=
∑
χ λ
2
χ
[∑
χ′ |λχ′ |2Aχ′ +
∑
χ′ |λχ′|2Aχ + 4 |λχ|2Aχ + 4
∑
aCa(χ) g
2
a (Ma − Aχ)
]
8pi2
∑
χ λ
2
χAχ
(288)
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